
Abbiamo sviluppato una tecnica 
innovativa di stampa di altissima 
qualità, unica al mondo.

Ogni candela ha un messaggio 
filosofico positivo e ispirazionale.

Il packaging è decorato con dei 
magnifici fregi tratti da dipinti del 
17mo secolo. 

I caratteri tipografici romantici e 
antichi danno un look vintage ma 
allo stesso tempo rock.

Ogni candela è autografata 
dall’autore.

La nostra immagine è fortemente 
riconoscibile e connotata.

Tempo di bruciatura: 60 ore
Diametro: 7 cm (2,75”)

Altezza: 20 cm (8”)
Peso netto: 675 g (24 oz)

Non profumate

Ogni Dettaglio Conta

Le nostre candele sono realizzate 
secondo l’antica tradizione italiana 
con cere minerali e vegetali e 
stoppini in puro cotone.

rebellious
fashion designers

visionary
candle
makers

decadent
perfumers

powerful
jewelry

engravers





THE WORLD OF CORETERNO
Decadent Eau de Parfum, visionary Candles, Royal House Jewelry, all inspired by a wonderfully 
enigmatic world of long gone and forgotten artists and engravers, reinterpreted in a contemporary 
twist infused with Rock and Pop symbols by Creative Director Michelangelo Brancato.
Welcome to Coreterno, where every creation blends motivational quotes with illustrations, vintage 
portraits and ancient books of science and art, that evoke potent emotions, creating a distinctive and 
captivating style. At Coreterno we honor the past while keeping an eye to the future, always striving 
to break boundaries and explore new creative frontiers in the constant quest for happiness, opening 
the doors to a magical and powerful universe. 



Abbiamo sviluppato una tecnica 
innovativa di stampa di altissima 
qualità, unica al mondo.

Ogni candela ha un messaggio 
filosofico positivo e ispirazionale.

Il packaging è decorato con dei 
magnifici fregi tratti da dipinti del 
17mo secolo. 

I caratteri tipografici romantici e 
antichi danno un look vintage ma 
allo stesso tempo rock.

Ogni candela è autografata 
dall’autore.

La nostra immagine è fortemente 
riconoscibile e connotata.

Tempo di bruciatura: 60 ore
Diametro: 7 cm (2,75”)

Altezza: 20 cm (8”)
Peso netto: 675 g (24 oz)

Non profumate

Ogni Dettaglio Conta

Le nostre candele sono realizzate 
secondo l’antica tradizione italiana 
con cere minerali e vegetali e 
stoppini in puro cotone.

EAU DE PARFUM



Coreterno Eau de Parfum is inspired by 
the world of rock and roll, pop and 

underground from the 70s, along with 
a passion for classic art masterpieces 
fallen into oblivion, recovered and 
projected into a future that has a 

rebellious soul, imbued with hope and 
positivity.

Each fragrance has a mystical, 
enveloping and unconventional power

that will awake the rockstar in you.



Every Detail Counts

Long persistency, high 
concentration of essences (more
than 15%)

Precious cap, customized with 
Coreterno logo, casted in zamak 
and enamelled in black.

Beautiful detailed drawings
in 17th century style decorates
golden foiled packaging,
designed with love by creative
director Michelangelo Brancato.

Nine exclusive fragrances mixed 
by Internationally awarded 
noses, such as Luca Maffei and 
Arturetto Landi.

100 ml
3,4 fl. oz



Traveler, you’ve been walking a while. 
I know you’re tired. Why don’t you 
join us? I know what you’re thinking: 
strangers in a carpeted van with tie-
dye curtains and Moroccan pillows, 
the faint smell of roses and amber 
incense wafting out. 
Is it a vision? No, my friend, this is 
an opportunity. We are all foreigners, 
we are all travelers, coming together 
over time on the road, destination 
unknown. You see, life just got bland. 
You know that feeling when your 
whole body goes numb after sitting in 
one place for too long and you have 
to poke your arms and legs to see if 
you feel anything? Well here, that 
doesn’t happen. We feel it all. It’s 
almost psychedelic, sensations we’ve 
been privy to for far too long suddenly 
like fire in our veins. Here, my friend, 
we pick berries off the side of the 
road, We shower in ice-cold lakes, rub 
our thumbs over wild lavender, and 
whisper our secrets to the trees. Where 
we are going is to be discovered, but 
we can promise you experiences like 
none other. this calling is ours and 
ours alone. The door is open, Are you 
coming?

psychedelicious

HEAD

HEART

BASE

SKU: EDP17

sandal · vetiver 
vanilla

grey amber

rose
magnolia 

peony

raspberry
blackcurrant 
mango · litchi

grapefruit
nutmeg

pink pepper
description

A vibrant symphony of red 
berries, litchi, mango, rose 
pepper, and nutmeg opens this
fragrance. As it evolves, a 
delicate heart of roses, peonies, 
and magnolias reveals a tender,
timeless elegance. Finally, a 
lasting base of vanilla, vetiver, 
and sandalwood provides
warmth and sophistication. An 
astonishing aroma transports 
you to the forbidden forest,
where imagination and reality 
lose their boundaries amidst the 
intoxicating scents of
magic berries. This is a surreal 
realm of exploration, one that 
will leave an indelible
impression and provide you 
with the confidence needed to 
celebrate your uniqueness and
powerful individuality.



Welcome, this place is safe for us 
misfits. A temple for everyone 
who is simultaneously nothing and 
everything. Let there be a blurring 
of the lines and spaces between us.
I am your guide. You will learn that 
I can be many things.
I shift like a kaleidoscope, let me be 
and my colors and shapes will fall 
into place. 
Come in, don’t be shy. Sit down, 
stay a while, listen to my stories.
Did you know that your spine was 
made to move through water, yet it 
holds you upright? The point is that 
we all started as something else 
and here we are, little miracles just 
walking around. So please, a little 
less judgment towards yourself and 
others, time is of the essence.
You spend so much of your time 
trying to fit in and you forget that 
the only things you truly own are 
yourselves.
Love yourselves as you are right 
now, won’t you?

Lime, pink pepper and the 
powdery sweetness of violet 
open this intoxicating and 
unconventional fragrance, 
whose heart envelops in 
ecclesiastical incense, 
mysteriously embelli shed 
with elemi and cashmeran. 
Down deep, a moist and 
woody vetiver, an intense 
patchouli and the sensual 
warmth of labdanum. 
Everything blends together 
in a profound symphony, a 
ritual that evokes mystery 
and sacredness, which leaves 
an indelible impression and 
invites you to indulge the 
beauty of intangible things.

HEAD

HEART

BASE

lime 
pink pepper

violet

vetiver 
patchouli 
labdanum

incense
elemi

cashmeran

description

SKU: EDP13

freakincense



HEAD

HEART

BASE

SKU: EDP10

vanilla
frankincense

amber
white musk 

leather · oud 
patchouli

jasmin
orchid 

lily of the 
valley

grapefruit
mango

black currant 
passion fruit

description

A genderless sensual and 
hypnotic overwhelming 
fragrance, an unsettling 
essence, dipped in the black 
of the hottest night, burnt 
by the heat of pants on fire. 
A perfume that generates a 
creative frenzy and a sensual 
madness through all the 5 
senses and leaves you an 
incredible energetic groove 
each time you smell it.

Fog hangs heavy upon the streets. 
The echoing click-clack of shoes 
against the cobblestone softens into 
the night. A heavy wooden door 
creaks open and a few stairs lead you 
down into a smokey club with a stage. 
You sit at a table, order a drink. In 
the spotlight, a woman dressed in 
wine red sings slowly, a sensual rasp 
that reminds you of a night you spent 
in Marseille. The air was moist with 
sea salt, the heady summertime heat 
lingered on your skin. Movement 
from a nearby table draws you back 
into the present moment. You meet 
the gaze. You notice the curve of a 
jawline that meets a neck. Posture 
open, alert. Eyes mysterious yet 
bright and unafraid. You’re instantly 
enchanted. A hint of bourbon and 
leather mingles with the smokey 
atmosphere of the club. The woman 
on stage finishes her set and sweeps 
off stage, leaving a trail of glitter 
in her wake. Her magic is over but 
yours has just begun.

hardkor



The wide green spreads out before 
you. The faint ribbon of road that 
lays behind is the only reminder of 
the way you came. You see a yellow 
house perched by itself in the field. 
An old woman is sitting in a rocking 
chair out front. As you reach the 
porch, she smiles and beckons you 
inside. You enter the kitchen to see 
her standing over a pitcher of iced 
tea. She reaches for a jar entitled 
Mystic Sugar, then scoops and stirs 
3 generous tablespoons into the 
pitcher. She pours two cups and 
holds one out for you to take. “Take 
a sip now...” You close your eyes and 
the warm flavor of sundried vanilla 
fills your mouth. Time stands still 
and you feel the air rushing by while 
swinging gently on your childhood 
swing, feet kicking underneath you. 
When you open your eyes again 
you’re back on the road, the old 
woman and her house nowhereto be 
seen. You stop for a second, trying to 
decide if what you just experienced 
was real or some hallucination. You 
pick back up your knapsack and 
carry on down the road, one foot in
front of the other, one foot in front
of the other... mystic sugar

HEAD

HEART

BASE

SKU: EDP07

absolute vanilla 
sandal wood 

amber

absolute cocoa
cardamom 

jasmin · ginger
tonka bean

orange 
almond blossom

pineapple

description

A gust of absolute cocoa 
and vanilla envelopes the 
fruity mix of orange and 
pineapple, sharpened by 
almond blossom and enriched 
by the spiciness of ginger and 
cardamom. This fragrance 
is an irresistible gourmand, 
mischievously sensual 
with an impulse of exotic 
transcendence. It will take 
you to a world of dreams 
where innocence and a pinch 
of transgression can live 
together



Everybody round ‘ere is always 
asking about Punk Motel. 
“Don’t ask me, I don’t know 
nothing”, I always say. I always say 
it and they always go a-lookin’ for it 
anyways. An old man like me should 
just be left in peace. 
Let me get this straight, I know 
where it is, I just don’t wanna tell 
nobody. 
Everybody think they Punk these 
days, but boy-oh-boy if you saw 
Punk when Punk was Punk, you 
might not wanna be Punk. We were 
the outcasts of the world, we did 
not fit in nor did we want to. True 
rebels, tumbleweeds blowin’ across 
the desert, lone soldiers. The only 
thing that did us any good was 
being different, so different we all 
found each other. 
Punk Motel is a symphony, a 
cacophony of sights, sounds and 
smells that brings back that feelin’. 
I don’t wanna spoil it, so even if you 
come round askin’ ‘bout Punk Motel 
I will tell you “Don’t ask me, I don’t 
know nothing”.
That’s Punk.

Bright, delicate but at the same 
time of character, enveloping. 
The light of bergamot and 
white rose petals are “dirty” 
with salicylates that add a 
slightly salty appearance 
without marine scents, but 
like the wind that comes from 
the sea and crosses the desert.
The bottom is extremely 
enveloping, musks and vanilla 
round off the fragrance, linked 
together by the character of 
ambrette to create an accord
that does not go unnoticed.

punk motel

HEAD

HEART

BASE

white rose  
bergamot 

ambrette 
musk 

vanilla

salicylates description

SKU: EDP01



HEAD

HEART

BASE

SKU: EDP02

description

A fragrance with an 
extremely original structure 
that opens with spices, 
citrus fruits and an original 
“marijuana” accord that 
strikes immediately.
Not least the heart where the 
head of the fragrance rests. 
A resinous heart where 
the elemi, the incense, the 
labdanum create a narcotic 
symphony. 
The structure is closed by a 
background rich in woods 
where cedar dominates. The 
powerful notes of oud and oak 
musk give character.

cedar texas 
wood

oud · cedar 
atlas wood

oak
musk

labdano
elemi

incense
cedramber

bergamot
nutmeg

weed
You don’t really want me to leave. 
I know this in my heart as you watch 
me in the dark. 
One thing we’ve got going is the 
magnetism with which
we find each other again and again.
Wave me away if you like, smoke the 
last pack with a steely gaze, but you 
will always look for me again in the 
morning. 
Your heart is molasses dark, the 
kind of dark that is almost sweet. 
When you wrap yourself around 
me, constellations of stars collide 
in countless sacred moments and I 
slide ever closer to the black hole of 
complete obsession. 
We are a narcotic symphony of 
disastrous, never-ending love. 
That’s what you are for me. 
I am wasted, high on everything you 
do. 
I will follow you into the pitch 
blackness, I will rico chet off your 
heart and fly through the skies. 
Life with you is a full moon
at midnight.

hierba nera



SKU: EDP06

We meet in the space between 
sleeping and waking.
You, wrapped up in astrology and 
space. Me, earth bound and wanting. 
In my insomnia, I walk to the edge 
of the earth. In my dreams I wait 
until you fall from the sky like a 
shooting star. 
Your form changes, but it always 
happens the same way. Me, waiting. 
You, shooting across the sky and 
then down until you appear in front 
of me, a solar system of everything
I love. 
If I could, I’d take a spaceship to find 
you amongst your playground of 
planets. If I take the time and squint 
hard enough at the right angle I can 
make out the stratosphere of you.
A thousand years from now, they’ll 
find me under the full moon counting 
your freckles and waiting for your 
star to fall. 
I will love you like the universe loves 
all of us, in secret, at night and for 
eternity.

A dazzling bouquet of 
lily, jasmine and white 
rose whizzing along with a 
luminous violet accord and 
the sensual patchouli on which 
the perfume rests delicately. 
This fragrance is an explosion 
of adrenaline, of speed, the 
excitement of a sleepless 
night. All wrapped in a hint 
of vanilla and embraced in an 
accord of "white woods" that 
calms and soothes the innate 
frenzy of this fragrance.

no sleep

HEAD

HEART

BASE

bergamot 
hyacint 

white rose 

patchouly 
vanilla

white woods

lily
jasmin
violet description



HEAD

HEART

BASE

SKU: EDP03

oud 
guaiac wood 
cedar wood

leather scent

ylang ylang
saffron

rose · whiskey

nutmeg 
cloves
neroli

A thousand volts from top to bottom 
or a slow broil. Paralysis or freedom. 
Whatever it is for you will not be the 
same for me and just as well because 
wouldn’t the same of everything 
make this world a horrible place to 
live?
A light flight or a long dark swim 
that ends in tragedy, what do I know 
what it means to live in your shoes?
I just know what my chaotic reality 
feels like, the nerves that make 
me feel so much can also numb 
themselves but that’s where art 
comes into play.
That’s where life should begin.
That’s when you set yourself on fire 
and you put down the violin and pick 
up the electric guitar.
Shout yourself into existence!
We are not here simply to disappear.
Say it again and again and
again, Amen.

Powerful, bold fragrance, 
a declaredly aggressive 
combination of ingredients.
The spicy notes of cloves and
nutmeg are only slightly 
softened by neroli, which has 
no time to fully express itself
because it is dragged into 
the heart, where saffron and 
whiskey dominate the floral 
accord of ylang and rose.
The declaration of war 
comes from the bottom of 
the fragrance. Oud, Guaiac, 
Cedar and a powerful leather 
accord leave their mark on 
the wearer's skin.

description

catharsis



SKU: EDP04

They say the rose had magical 
powers. Others said it was how I 
kept my force. Some said it was a 
curse and some didn’t believe in its 
existence at all. 
I kept the rose in the deepest part of 
the fortress. 
Every evening I awaited the cloud of 
dust on the horizon that darkened 
the return of my warriors.
The people called me “the living 
statue”, for I did not move until the 
last of my soldiers entered and the 
gate closed heavily behind them. 
Nobly, I ruled the land.
I had my thorns, just like my rose, 
but my beauty was overpowering.
Enemies fell at my feet. When 
darkness descended I would go into 
the depths of the fortress and tend
to my rose. What else transpired 
there only I know, but every morning 
at dawn’s first light the land was 
enveloped in a mysticfragrance and 
my people woke up feeling brave and 
fiery.

A brazen statement. Rose 
in the opening and nothing 
more. But a rose with a 
dark soul that is not mushy. 
A beating heart of flowers 
that are never banal to 
smell, like geranium and 
jasmine enriched by the noble 
saffron. This combination 
of the head and the heart 
creates a floral fragrance 
thatcaptures attention, an 
intriguing accord that rests 
on a firm, clean base, in 
which the notes of the dark 
patchouli dance together 
with the mystic Styrax and 
the “life wood”, the guaiac. 
Musks bind and envelop the 
entire fragrance.

rose and me

HEAD

HEART

BASE

deep
black rose

description

geranium
jasmin

saffron

styrax 
patchouly 

guaiac wood
musk



lucid dreams

PSYCHEDELICIOUS

SKU: EDP16

Lucid Dreams
Travel Set

3x10 ml
3x0.35 fl. oz

MYSTIC
SUGAR

ROSE AND 
ME



sweet karma

NO SLEEP

MYSTIC
SUGAR

CATHARSIS

SKU: EDP12

Sweet Karma
Travel Set

3x10 ml
3x0.35 fl. oz



black wonders
SKU: EDP11

PUNK 
MOTEL

ROSE AND 
ME

HIERBA 
NERA

Black Wonders
Travel Set

3x10 ml
3x0.35 fl. oz

black wonders



SKU: EDP14

FREAKINCENSE

HARDKOR

MYSTIC
SUGAR

Holy Smoke
Travel Set

3x10 ml
3x0.35 fl. oz

holy smoke



APHRODITE GOLDEN LABEL CANDLES



the Aphrodite Golden Label Collection 
is dedicated to the powerful, 

revolutionary and immortal energy of 
love. 

Be brave. Take risks. 
Believe in your dreams. 

Be a rebel, a saint, a fool.
 Fight, rise, fall, 

but never loose faith in love.



Every Detail Counts

A wide variety of complex, 
luxurious scents, mixed by 
renowned perfumers, from floral 
to spicy, to earthy aromas that 
evoke memory and emotion, 
throughout their long burning 
time, without smoke and an even 
burning flame.

Beautiful detailed drawings 
in 17th century style decorates 
packaging, designed with love 
by creative director Michelangelo 
Brancato.

Made according to the Italian 
tradition of candle makers, using 
the formula of vegetable and 
mineral wax and pure cotton 
wicks. 

The oldest Italian label maker has 
produced exclusively for Coreterno 
the award-winning five layered 
gold foil embossed labels.

Black glass jars preserve the 
integrity of the fragrance and 
protect it from sun light fading.

Burning time: 60 hrs
Net weight: 240 g (8,5 oz)

Scented



the awakening

E’ l’apoteosi della vita, 
la misteriosa profondità dell’essenza femminile, selvaggia 

e creativa, misteriosa e sensuale.

NOCE MOSCATA MALESE · 
CARDAMOMO · CAFFÉ · 

TABACCO CAVEDISH · ZENZERO

the gift of love

Risveglia la tua coscienza e vai oltre l’ordinario.
Dai il via al tuo cambiamento interiore, 

supera il tuo ego e la tua mente. Realizza te stesso.

AMBRA · CANNELLA · 
LEGNO GUAIACO · MUGHETTO · 

OLIO DI ELEMI · PEPE NERO

SKU: APH03 SKU: APH04

the female energy

Your thoughts can change the balance of energy around 
you. Use your positive visions to shape your future and 

be what you never thought you could be. 

CEDAR WOOD · MOROCCAN ROSE 
WHITE MUSK · SICILIAN CITRUSES 

PINK PEPPER 

PINK PEPPER · SUMATRA COFFE 
ENGLISH PEAR · JASMIN · NEROLI 

VANILLA · CEDAR WOOD

Never surrender in the fight for love.  
Keep on keeping on because you were born to love and 

you have to share your gift to the world.

the gift of love the intuition

SKU: APH01 SKU: APH02



the awakening

It is the epitome of life, the mysterious depth of a 
woman’s essence. Set your feminine wildness, your 
whimsical creativity and your mysteriously sensual 

nature free. 

MALAYSIAN NUTMEG · CARDAMOM 
COFFEE · NAVY CAVEDISH TOBACCO 

GINGER

the gift of love

Awaken the consciousness beyond the ordinary 
existence. Trigger the process of inner change, 

go beyond the mind and the ego and realize who you 
really are.

AMBER · CINNAMON
GUAIAC WOOD · LILY OF THE VALLEY 

ELEMI OIL · BLACK PEPPER

SKU: APH03 SKU: APH04

the female energy



the awakening

E’ l’apoteosi della vita, 
la misteriosa profondità dell’essenza femminile, selvaggia 

e creativa, misteriosa e sensuale.

NOCE MOSCATA MALESE · 
CARDAMOMO · CAFFÉ · 

TABACCO CAVEDISH · ZENZERO

the gift of love

Risveglia la tua coscienza e vai oltre l’ordinario.
Dai il via al tuo cambiamento interiore, 

supera il tuo ego e la tua mente. Realizza te stesso.

AMBRA · CANNELLA · 
LEGNO GUAIACO · MUGHETTO · 

OLIO DI ELEMI · PEPE NERO

SKU: APH03 SKU: APH04

the female energy the courage

Awake your mind and live consciously without any 
structure. Lightup your talents, embrace love. 

This is the life of a true revolutionary.  

AMBER WOOD · CEDAR WOOD
INCENSE · GRAPEFRUIT

JUNIPER BERRIES · ELEMI

the gift of love

It takes courage to step into the wild unknown, yet here 
you are, battered but not broken.

You have become the hero of your own story.

SAFFRON FLOWER · NECTARINE PEACH  
ROSE · JUNIPER BERRIES 

CASHMERE WOOD · VETIVER

SKU: APH05 SKU: APH06

the revolution



the wild passion

Some feelings are meant to be kept hidden, kept close 
to the soul. You create magic when you hold your 

inner and precious secrets close.

FRESH GINGER · BASIL 
CEDAR WOOD · EUCALYPTUS 

FRESIA · JASMIN

the gift of love

Maybe you’ve tasted me on the lips of another. Perhaps 
you saw me in the flames of a slow-dying fire. When 
you feel me don’t run. I’m here to teach you passion.

PEONY · PATCHOULY 
LEMON LEAVES · AMBER 

SANDALS · CEDAR WOOD

SKU: APH07 SKU: APH08

the secret



the awakening

E’ l’apoteosi della vita, 
la misteriosa profondità dell’essenza femminile, selvaggia 

e creativa, misteriosa e sensuale.

NOCE MOSCATA MALESE · 
CARDAMOMO · CAFFÉ · 

TABACCO CAVEDISH · ZENZERO

the gift of love

Risveglia la tua coscienza e vai oltre l’ordinario.
Dai il via al tuo cambiamento interiore, 

supera il tuo ego e la tua mente. Realizza te stesso.

AMBRA · CANNELLA · 
LEGNO GUAIACO · MUGHETTO · 

OLIO DI ELEMI · PEPE NERO

SKU: APH03 SKU: APH04

the female energy the kindness

Fortitude lives inside you in every shades and tone. In 
bright streaks of color you will let your love embrace 

all who your light touches.

DAMASK ROSE · MANUKA HONEY  
BERGAMOT · YLANG YLANG

MIRABELLE PLUM

the gift of love

Sweet berries that hang from thorned bushes. 
The sunrise gentle caress. The quiet of the snow falling. 

When you are in touch with your senses, you will see 
life’s kindness.

CASSIS • VIN ROUGE · 
YLANG YLANG · BROWN SUGAR

MADAGASCAR VANILLA

SKU: APH09 SKU: APH11

the fortitude



the vision

The experience of pleasure is momentary, but it 
does not mean we cannot dive in it again and again. 

Pleasure is the palpable appearance of joy.

BULGARIAN ROSE · VIOLET LEAVES
MIDNIGHT JASMIN 
CASHMERE WOOD

the gift of love

Use your third eye to look beyond what is tangible. 
Envision your endless potential, train your talents, 

embrace your feelings and you will get vision, not just 
perspective.

ORANGE BLOSSOM 
SICILIAN TANGERINE

PETIT GRAIN · CITRUS PARADISI

SKU: APH12 SKU: APH13

the pleasure



We descend from families of alchemists, 
engravers, saints, rebels and poets.

We perpetuate the secret of centuries of 
immense beauty.

We master the salvific power 
of symbols and written words.

Our story is about true love 
and burning passion for ancient 

knowledge and unique handcrafts.



VISIONARY PILLAR  CANDLES



Visionary pillar Candles 
represent the triumph & 
protection of light over 

darkness, embodying messages 
of power to heal the heart 

and soul.



Abbiamo sviluppato una tecnica 
innovativa di stampa di altissima 
qualità, unica al mondo.

Ogni candela ha un messaggio 
filosofico positivo e ispirazionale.

Il packaging è decorato con dei 
magnifici fregi tratti da dipinti del 
17mo secolo. 

I caratteri tipografici romantici e 
antichi danno un look vintage ma 
allo stesso tempo rock.

Ogni candela è autografata 
dall’autore.

La nostra immagine è fortemente 
riconoscibile e connotata.

Tempo di bruciatura: 60 ore
Diametro: 7 cm (2,75”)

Altezza: 20 cm (8”)
Peso netto: 675 g (24 oz)

Non profumate

Ogni Dettaglio Conta

Le nostre candele sono realizzate 
secondo l’antica tradizione italiana 
con cere minerali e vegetali e 
stoppini in puro cotone.

We have developed an innovative 
High Definition Wax printing 
technique unique in the world.

Each candle embodying a 
manifesto of philosophical 
expressions made into  life-
changing inspirational mottos.

Packages are adorned with 
beautiful, detailed drawings in 
an 17th century style. 

A romanticism aura paired with 
old Typography delivering a 
vintage yet contemporary rock 
look.

Each candles is signed by hand by 
its creator.

Our image is highly recognizable 
by its style, color and design.

Burning time: 60 hrs
Diameter: 7 cm (2,75”)

Height: 20 cm (8”)
Net weight: 675 g (24 oz)

Unscented

Every Detail Counts

Our candles are made in the 
ancient Italian tradition with 
vegetable and mineral waxes and 
pure cotton wicks.



Abbiamo sviluppato una tecnica 
innovativa di stampa di altissima 
qualità, unica al mondo.

Ogni candela ha un messaggio 
filosofico positivo e ispirazionale.

Il packaging è decorato con dei 
magnifici fregi tratti da dipinti del 
17mo secolo. 

I caratteri tipografici romantici e 
antichi danno un look vintage ma 
allo stesso tempo rock.

Ogni candela è autografata 
dall’autore.

La nostra immagine è fortemente 
riconoscibile e connotata.

Tempo di bruciatura: 60 ore
Diametro: 7 cm (2,75”)

Altezza: 20 cm (8”)
Peso netto: 675 g (24 oz)

Non profumate

Ogni Dettaglio Conta

Le nostre candele sono realizzate 
secondo l’antica tradizione italiana 
con cere minerali e vegetali e 
stoppini in puro cotone.

It’s choice, not chance that 
determines your destiny. You 
have the power to create your 
future.

YOU
CREATE 
YOUR
OWN
DESTINY

The world is just a reflection 
of your attitude. Believe 
in yourself and spread the 
positive energy to the ones 
around you.

BE BRAVE 
AND
TAKE RISKS.
THE 
UNIVERSE
WILL SUPPORT
YOU

palmistry phrenology

SKU: VC001 SKU: VC003

believe



Have the courage to be 
what you never thought you 
could be.

YOU ARE
FREE TO BE
WHAT YOU
WANT
TO BE

you are free

SKU: VC004

All your life you will be 
faced with a choice. 

You can choose love or you 
can choose fear.

 Choose love.

CHOOSE
LOVE
OVER
FEAR

love

SKU: VC024



To love is the most cruel 
expression of rebellion, 
originating in the most 
sacred of spaces.

BREAK
THE RULES
FOLLOW
YOUR
HEART

Creativity is your more 
precious inclination and the 
secret of being creative is 
knowing how to face your 
inner demons.

FACE YOUR
INNER FEARS,
LET YOUR
CREATIVITY
FREE

break the rules phrenology

SKU: VC009 SKU: VC010

creativity



There is biology in 
everything even when you 
are feeling spiritual. 

Find eternity in each 
moment of your life.

LIVE IN THE 
PRESENT. 
LAUNCH 
YOURSELF IN 
EVERY WAVE

Biology gives you a brain, 
you have the power to turn 
it into a creative mind. 

Know yourself to believe in 
yourself.

KNOW
YOURSELF
TO BELIEVE
IN YOURSELF

the eternal octopus phrenology

SKU: VC017 SKU: VC018

phrenology



Anyone that doesn’t believe 
in miracles can’t consider 
themselves a realist. 

Use your imagination to 
change your perception.

REMEMBER
YOUR HAVE 
THE POWER
TO CREATE
WONDERS

Your dreams are the key to 
your future. 
You need a dream if 
you’re going to succeed in 
anything you do.

LET YOUR
DREAMS 
GUIDE YOU
INTO THE
FUTURE

wonders phrenology

SKU: VC014 SKU: VC015

dream catcher



We breathe life into inanimate objects 
and let people discover the mystery and 
the soul-healing power in each candle.

The entire process of candle making is 
conceived in Italy, with care, love and 

skill.

This is why each candle is unique, the 
evolution of many mistakes, sacrifices, 
burns, patience, sleepless nights, smeared 

hands and endless joy.

Please, don’t treat it 
as if it were just wax.



Abbiamo sviluppato una tecnica 
innovativa di stampa di altissima 
qualità, unica al mondo.

Ogni candela ha un messaggio 
filosofico positivo e ispirazionale.

Il packaging è decorato con dei 
magnifici fregi tratti da dipinti del 
17mo secolo. 

I caratteri tipografici romantici e 
antichi danno un look vintage ma 
allo stesso tempo rock.

Ogni candela è autografata 
dall’autore.

La nostra immagine è fortemente 
riconoscibile e connotata.

Tempo di bruciatura: 60 ore
Diametro: 7 cm (2,75”)

Altezza: 20 cm (8”)
Peso netto: 675 g (24 oz)

Non profumate

Ogni Dettaglio Conta

Le nostre candele sono realizzate 
secondo l’antica tradizione italiana 
con cere minerali e vegetali e 
stoppini in puro cotone.

LUXURIOUS SCARVES



The rebellious and romantic soul 
of Coreterno shouts its great 

expressive power in the exclusive 
sumptuous gorgeous scarves. 

Let yourself be enveloped in a 
wave of lush, romance and punk 

extravaganza.



Unique magnificent illustrations 
inspired by ancient masterpieces 
of classical art reinterpreted in 
the spirit of the pop and rock 
aesthetics of the 1970s which is 
the fingerprint of Coreterno.  

The large size 190x135 cm
(75 "x53") makes the scarves 
generous for wearing. Also 
ideal for a rock, ritzy and fancy 
interior decoration.

Every Detail Counts

An exquisite manufacturing, 
finished by hand with love in 
Italy. Printed on the finest and 
most opulent fabric (90% modal + 
10% cashmere and 100% silk).

Each Scarf comes with its own 
black organic cotton pouch, 
personalised with Coreterno logo. 

Made in Como (Italy)



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

ex astris
SKU: SCA042

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

mademoiselle
SKU: SCA044

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere



trust your vision
SKU: SCA041

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

romanesque
SKU: SCA043

size: 140x140 cm (55”x55”)
90% modal 10% cashmere



be just fear not
SKU: SCA036

size: 90x90 cm (35”x 35”)
100% twill silk

mystic hawaii
SKU: SCA038

size: 90x90 cm (35”x 35”)
100% twill silk



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

shrooms
SKU: SCA039

size: 90x90 cm (35”x 35”)
100% twill silk

roman bubblegum
SKU: SCA040

size: 45x45 cm (17,5”x 17,5”)
100% twill silk



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

naxos
SKU: SCA028

size: 195x135 cm (76”x53”)
100% chiffon silk

sirens
SKU: SCA029

size: 195x135 cm (76”x53”)
100% chiffon silk



japanese garden
SKU: SCA034

size: 195x135 cm (76”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

chinazul
SKU: SCA030

size: 195x135 cm (76”x53”)
100% chiffon silk



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

psyche
SKU: SCA031

size: 195x135 cm (76”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

heartbreak
SKU: SCA032

size: 195x135 cm (76”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

size: 195x135 cm (76”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

blackstar
SKU: SCA033



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

virtute
SKU: SCA024

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere



size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

SKU: SCA015

infinite potential

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

SKU: SCA021

the black sheep



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

la folie
SKU: SCA017



affresco
SKU: SCA025

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

SKU: SCA019

heavens



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

SKU: SCA010

astro hand

90% modal 10% cashmere
size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)



virtute
SKU: SCA024

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

affresco

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere
size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

SKU: SCA009

impatience

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

SKU: SCA022

things u can't control



hope
SKU: SCA026

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

think less feel more
SKU: SCA023

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

size: 190x135 cm (75”x53”)
90% modal 10% cashmere

SKU: SCA003

the secret



JEWELRY



Manual skills above technology,
this is what Coreterno jewelry is all about, through 
the recovery of ancient traditions that have their 

roots in ancient Rome, 
hand-beaten metal, engraving, live fire forging.

Jewels which make the hand of the artist who 
created them perceivable, imperfect and unique as the 
essence of man himself. Engraved and bas-relief words 

that express the intellect, the poetry of the human 
being and his ability to create his own destiny.



Every Detail Counts

Inspired by the enormous power 
that words have to create and 
build our reality.

Made of Sterling Silver 925.
Hand crafted in Rome by the 
hands of the finest Italian 
goldsmith masters, using the 
antique technique of the lost wax.



SKU: JEW022

18K YELLOW GOLD 

SKU: JEW021

you can do anything you can do anything

YOU CAN DO ANYTHING
echoes the rebellious spirit of the punk movement. It serves 

as a reminder that you possess the strength and ability 
to overcome obstacles, daring you to embrace your true 

potential. At the end of the phrase, a natural 0.01ct ruby 
is set, symbolizing inner strength and courage, which are 

crucial in facing every challenge.

The inside Message 
BELIEVE IN YOUR INFINITE POTENTIAL

speaks to the depths of your being, urging you to trust in the 
boundless capabilities that lie dormant within you. It serves 
as a catalyst for self-belief and ignites the spark of endless 

possibilities.



SKU: JEW013 SKU: JEW012 SKU: JEW014

carpe diem ring amor che tutto move ring omnia vincit amor ring

CARPE DIEM 
is one of the most famous Latin 

aphorism, taken from the work “Odes”  
by the Roman poet Horace (23 B.C.).

“AMOR CHE TUTTO MOVE” 
(Love Moves Everything) is a quote 

inspired by the last line of
Dante Alighieri’s greatest work 

“La Divina Commedia” (A.D 1320).

OMNIA VINCIT AMOR 
(Love Conqueres All) is a Latin phrase 
from Eclogue X by Virgil (70 BC), and  

the title of one of the most 
famous Caravaggio paintings.

The inside Message 
BE JUST & FEAR NOT 

is a quote from the historical play 
“Henry VIII” written by 

William Shakespeare in 1613.

The inside Message 
AS LONG AS I’M EXISTING

YOU WILL BE LOVED
is inspired by an ancient english 
ballad from the Middle Ages.

The inside Message 
AMOR HA FATTO TAL 
CH’IO VIVO IN FOCO 

is translated as 
“Love Has Made Me So I Burn In Fire”.
 It is a line by one of the greatest Italian 

female poets Gaspara Stampa (1523-1554).

18K YELLOW GOLD 18K YELLOW GOLD 18K YELLOW GOLD 



SKU: JEW002 SKU: JEW001 SKU: JEW003

carpe diem ring amor che tutto move ring omnia vincit amor ring

CARPE DIEM 
is one of the most famous Latin 

aphorism, taken from the work “Odes”  
by the Roman poet Horace (23 B.C.).

“AMOR CHE TUTTO MOVE” 
(Love Moves Everything) is a quote 

inspired by the last line of
Dante Alighieri’s greatest work 

“La Divina Commedia” (A.D 1320).

OMNIA VINCIT AMOR 
(Love Conqueres All) is a Latin phrase 
from Eclogue X by Virgil (70 BC), and  

the title of one of the most 
famous Caravaggio paintings.

The inside Message 
BE JUST & FEAR NOT 

is a quote from the historical play 
“Henry VIII” written by 

William Shakespeare in 1613.

The inside Message 
AS LONG AS I’M EXISTING

YOU WILL BE LOVED
is inspired by an ancient english 
ballad from the Middle Ages.

The inside Message 
AMOR HA FATTO TAL 
CH’IO VIVO IN FOCO 

is translated as 
“Love Has Made Me So I Burn In Fire”.
 It is a line by one of the greatest Italian 

female poets Gaspara Stampa (1523-1554).



SKU: JEW005 SKU: JEW004 SKU: JEW006

carpe diem bangle amor che tutto move bangle omnia vincit amor bangle

CARPE DIEM 
is one of the most famous Latin 

aphorism, taken from the work “Odes”  
by the Roman poet Horace (23 B.C.).

“AMOR CHE TUTTO MOVE” 
(Love Moves Everything) is a quote 

inspired by the last line of
Dante Alighieri’s greatest work 

“La Divina Commedia” (A.D 1320).

OMNIA VINCIT AMOR 
(Love Conqueres All) is a Latin phrase 
from Eclogue X by Virgil (70 BC), and  

the title of one of the most 
famous Caravaggio paintings.

The inside Message 
BE JUST & FEAR NOT 

is a quote from the historical play 
“Henry VIII” written by 

William Shakespeare in 1613.

The inside Message 
AS LONG AS I’M EXISTING

YOU WILL BE LOVED
is inspired by an ancient english 
ballad from the Middle Ages.

The inside Message 
AMOR HA FATTO TAL 
CH’IO VIVO IN FOCO 

is translated as 
“Love Has Made Me So I Burn In Fire”.
 It is a line by one of the greatest Italian 

female poets Gaspara Stampa (1523-1554).



SKU: JEW008 SKU: JEW009

courage silver necklace fortitude silver necklace



SKU: JEW007 SKU: JEW010

kiss or kill silver necklace rebellion silver necklace



SKU: JEW011 SKU: JEW016

stay punk silver necklace courage pearl necklace

Made of Sterling Silver 925 and freshwater pearls.



SKU: JEW017 SKU: JEW015

fortitude pearl necklace kiss or kill pearl necklace

Made of Sterling Silver 925 and freshwater pearls. Made of Sterling Silver 925 and freshwater pearls.



SKU: JEW018 SKU: JEW019

rebellion pearl necklace stay punk pearl necklace

Made of Sterling Silver 925 and freshwater pearls. Made of Sterling Silver 925 and freshwater pearls.



Promotional
Materials



12 cm

12 cm

SKU: PRM08

plexi basis square

18 cm

SKU: PRM01

glass bell

10 cm

SKU: PRM25

shopping bag 50pcs

22 cm

30 cm



SKU: PRM06SKU: PRM05

cotton shopper mix stickers 50pcs



window display a3 vertical window display a3 horizontal

29,7 cm 

42 cm

42 cm 29,7 cm

A3 A3

SKU: PRM21 SKU: PRM22



window display psychedelicious s

21 cm 

29,7 cm
70 cm

window display psychedelicious l

45 cm 

A4 45X70

SKU: PRM23 SKU: PRM24



SKU: PRM12

half bust girl

SKU: PRM20

half bust boy



Raised by Renaissance paintings 
and Punk Rock music, Michelangelo 
Brancato is a disruptive artist and a 
powerful communicator. 
Using a variety of media from graffiti 
to digital art, his work opens the 
doors to a new inspiring dimension, 
addressing people's eternal quest for 
love and happiness.
Spanning from the Royal House to 
the Fashion catwalks he constantly 
designs, interprets, and debunks 
paintings, engravings, and words to 
reveal the Rockstar inside us.

michelangelo 
brancato



www. coreterno.com
info@coreterno.com

instagram: @coreterno
twitter: @coreterno
facebook: coreterno

Coreterno is a trademark of Riot Group Srl 
P. IVA 15287651002

Via Nicolo’ Tartaglia 11 - 00197 - Roma


